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ABSTRACT

In today’s world, with the increasing demand of products and their growing productivity from producers, customers sometimes failed to decide whether they are interested in buying a particular product or not. So, author, here proposed a framework which deals with the buying of only items of interest, for a consumer. In our feature-set, whenever any consumer tends to watch any video from YouTube, it results in breakdown into several frames (frames per second), and from there we use object detection technique to detect each and every object in a particular frame, and then to find whether our consumer is interested in that particular object or not, we use facial emotion detector to check whether our user is happy, surprised, neutral or any other emotion. After viewing those products which are present in a frame of a video, merging only those items of interest which were tend to fall for consumer’s positive choices (emotions), we then used Amazon online marketing technique to recommend products selected by our framework.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Decades back when machine learning was not introduced, it was hard to predict any human being’s interest, mood and ability. But with the growth of artificial intelligence and machine learning applications we can predict most of the things of any user like expressions, gestures, etc. Machine learning allowed us to train our data as well as our system according to what we want to predict from a user, which leads in performing of several tasks that would have otherwise required considerable human efforts to very much extent. Authors, in this paper provides a framework which will use few machine learning techniques, which will result in product recommendation only and if our consumer who is willing to buy product is interested or not in that product, this type of product recommendation is needed because many times consumer fails to decide his/her interest in buying a product. In this framework we use video object analysis to find objects in a particular watching video, by consumer. The chosen video by the consumer from YouTube has been divided into several frames with the help of our code work, 1 second for one frame (e.g. for 2 minutes video, 120 frames), then these divided frames are then used by object detection model to predict all kind of objects/products. From there we pull out maximum
occurring (counted) objects only. Then using another technique of CNN (Convolutional Neural Network), emotion detector model is used to predict consumer interest (like happy, sad, neutral, surprise, fear, disgust and angry) and finally with those interest factors, one or more products are targeted for prediction in recommendation from Amazon online store. Our purpose for choosing this project was not only to make consumers meeting with products of their positive choices but also, to ensure the increasing productivity in the market for only those products/materials for which consumer’s interest is more severe/maximum, this will be highly useful for producers too. And this will also help in better economic growth and better substantial development over worldwide.

2. Targeting Milestones

We used object detection technique to detect each and every product in the video using every frame per second from that video watching by user at that particular time period. We maintained a counting system to select maximum occurring object in a particular video. To ensure the maximum accuracy of product we manually removed human beings from detection criteria so that detection could be done on products only. Facial emotion detector used in this project is using CNN [1] to classify of data into different labels[2][3] to provide user’s emotion time to time and categorise them into seven categories like happy, sad, angry, disgust, fear, neutral and surprise. And from those we use only happy, surprise and neutral emotions to find the interest of any consumers watching that video as these three emotions were usually common for a positive interest showed by a consumer in any object at the time of purchasing/buying. The purpose for choosing facial emotion detector for this product recommendation project was because many previous research papers used audio detection [4], speech to text detection [5], object detection [6], etc. in a video to find an object of interest, but in this paper authors tried different strategy to recognise the current mood (emotion) of consumer to decide his/her product of interest. At last after having the results from emotion detector linked with object detector for a particular object (one or more than one product) is then used in recommendation using Amazon online store directly splashing those items of interest into Amazon page so that our consumer can now easily select his/her interested product for ordering/buying that product. Non interested products will not be selected by our framework because they showed negative choice of interest of a user like sad, angry, disgust and fear, so we ignore such objects/products and don’t open Amazon store link for such cases.

3. Object Detection

For accessing object detection model we need an image and to make that model work in our project we needed several images or frames because we are targeting videos from YouTube. So to get those frames, we used Selenium library to access the YouTube platform, then we set accurate pixels of a particular scene from that video(to focus only on the video part), leaving the background of YouTube behind, undetected and not selected to be a part of a frame. So that, now we are able to focus on our product with more clarity and accuracy. After selecting pixels for frames of a particular scene from that video we designed our code to capture frames continuously (per second) till the time our work is terminated and store those frames in other working directory of our project. What if our consumer tries several videos of many different products? Our work will get every frame from every (as many) video he/she is watching for either one or more than one product.

Now we used object detection for predicting different products. Model here used is a retrained model, i.e. resnet50_coco_best_v2.0.1.h5 [7] to save our training time, also we used FAST-RCNN (Region based Convolutional Neural Network) [8] system in our project, so that we could
predict our products from video frames. We used imageAI library which will predict all the objects in a selected frame then return the objects with its respective coordinates. Also to improve our object detection model we omitted/ignored human beings detection from the frame, just to focus only on products. After getting all the objects by their name and their respective coordinates from the frame we find out the area of each object in that frame and built our model in a way such that objects with larger areas in a particular frame should be selected because consumer’s interest will most probably lean towards the object that are with huge area in a particular frame of the video. After selecting single or multiple objects from a frame as a result, we tried to find the number of times a particular object has been displayed in the video and with their count we proceeded for further recommendation process. For that authors maintained a list where objects from all frames are present with their respective counts, and highest number of count will be considered as prediction. For example, if we are watching two videos (one after other), an unboxing of laptop and P.C. from YouTube, object detection will result in targeting monitor, keyboard, C.P.U., etc. from that video. For more clarity, let us suppose any user watched two videos of different topics, like one video of microwave and other video of phone, the result after running of our framework will be of objects like oven, microwave, charger, phone, screen, etc.

4. FACIAL EMOTION DETECTOR

Our next milestone was to predict emotions of a consumer while watching any video and for that authors used TensorFlow to train the model. Kaggle dataset [9] was used in our model which was trained by several competitors at the time of competition in year 2013. Competition itself was conducted by Kaggle only, after giving an overview for our model, we found 3500 datasets in which we trained 2800 successfully and rest dataset were used as testing. Authors predicted accuracy was 92.10% on 25 epoch with the validation loss of 21.96% and with knowledge of Deep Neural Networks (DNN) we used dataset named Fer2013 and we design our own neural network which is depicted in figure 1. Authors at this point, named this model as 25.h5, now this model will take input feeds and will predict output as classified between 7 categories that are happy, neutral, surprise, sad, angry, disgust and fear. Then according to our project we needed positive interest for a consumer so we mainly targeted in 3 emotions happy, neutral and surprise. Those 3 emotions will help in product recommendation as they are likely to be termed as

![FIGURE 1. Model description](image)
emotions for positive interest. If our user gets sad, angry, disgust or fear types of emotion while watching any video, it clearly results in his/ her negligible interest in that video so we will not provide product recommendation for such cases, this part is also important, because for good product recommendation system, all kinds of needs and emotion of a consumer should be judged properly and wisely. This model will show updated results time to time after executing it, till the time of termination so that our users need for each product could be refreshed at all time. And list of interested products could be maintained for product recommendation from Amazon online store.

5. Merging Results and Product Recommendation

For merging results of selected product from frames and decided emotion, we used outputlinks.py. This will lead in reading of file and if our user is looking interested (happy, surprise or neutral) in any object from a frame of a watching video section, it will present a URL (Uniform Resource Locator) which will consist of a product that we obtained from object detection model based on our positive emotions (from emotion detector) linked with Amazon online store. So that anyone, anywhere in the world could access this product recommendation system for his/her interest directly with the product link available in Amazon store (if product not available at Amazon, then no recommendation). We are using selenium to access Amazon store from a chrome browser and from there our consumer can directly buy his/her product. What if we land in a position where we are interested in two or more products in a video? For that our work will present as many links, and open those links automatically on new tabs, and generate those URLs (as discussed) for only of products (one or more) that comes under consumer’s positive interests according to our framework.

6. Results and Discussions

Thus to ensure our working project based on user’s individual product preferences, complex connections have been made and we surveyed 30 people (consumers) for our project and out of them we were getting positive results from 28 consumers for our product recommendation from Amazon store successfully only with the products of positive interest from a consumer. Our project for the recommendation of interested products using consumer choice is now successful. This framework if, used by any company/organization can lead in their better products advertisement as they will be targeting for consumer’s product of interest. This framework can also be used in creating different types of advertisement content as they can trace the latest interest of the audience and their product preferences. For our working framework, we also present a block diagram of complete model which is depicted by figure 2.
As for now, our project is working successfully in recommending products of consumer’s choice using their facial emotions and object detection, from any YouTube video. For the future work, we would like to combine all the feature-set and make it work for the real-time database system, not only YouTube video but also for other platforms like Facebook and Instagram posts. Also we would like to improve accuracy in our project by adding more classified emotions. We can make our own database for product recommendation where we can track each and every updated record of products of interest. Also we would to like to add more features in this for capturing reactions of consumers for products like audio detection, speech to text detection and any other machine learning technique which will lead in improvising our project accuracy.

With our working project, there are some limitations that can be faced by any user at time of working on our framework, that are, our user who is watching video must be watching a product based content (for detection of product), otherwise no product will be selected for product recommendation for e.g. if any user watches fighting scene in a video, our framework will fail to detect any product from that scene. Another drawback could be, the API for our project is not
ready yet, so it will be difficult to run this work in any android system. There is one more minimal drawback which could affect our project, i.e. only a good processor P.C. would be highly appreciated for running our complete project, otherwise there is a chance of lagging if run in a slow processor system.
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